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It is an unfortunate fact of todays world that suicides are needlessly occurring in the ranks of the United States military.
Based upon a new discovery, J. F. Tuckett offers a biblical response to the enigma of hopelessness with a scripturalbased leadership model tailored for any leader or subordinate in a civil or martial setting. Tuckett, who has more than
twenty years of experience serving his country, uses Gods ways to help leaders build a foundation intended to strengthen
a sense of belonging to God and build the resilience needed to emerge through adversity. As he moves through the
seven churches of Revelation, Tuckett illustrates how God led his church with a coherent order, sharing a seven-stage
leadership model that offers qualities of hope and contentmentknown defenses against suicide. He examines concepts
from each scriptural excerpt, ultimately seeking to help others discover humility, value as a unique individual, and
companionship with God. Method of Order relies on Gods ancient truths to address a growing challenge in the United
States military with the faith that His principles of leadership and followership can provide hope, purpose, and true
meaning for anyone searching for answers.
A successful CEO, Grassman hopes that his readers, with Gods guidance, will be able to see, as Peter did, the true
Jesus- the Christ, the son of the living God- and respond from the heart. Informative and illuminating.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions,
grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ
will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
The Reverend Clarence Larkin was one of the most widely influential pop theologians of the early twentieth century: his
works are the source of many of the "prophecies" and "truths" end-times Christians hold to even today. This stupendous
1918 book-perhaps his greatest work-is the result of more than 30 years' worth of, the author informs us, "careful and
patient study of the Prophetic Scriptures." Fully illustrated by charts describing God's plan for humanity, Dispensational
Truth covers: [ Pre-Millennialism [ the Second Coming of Christ [ the present evil world [ the Satanic trinity [ the world's
seven great crises [ prophetical chronology [ the threefold nature of man [ the Book of Revelation [ five fingers pointing to
Christ [ the False Prophet [ and much more. American Baptist pastor and author CLARENCE LARKIN (1850-1924) was
born in Pennsylvania, and later set up his ministry there. He wrote extensively and popularly on a wide range of Biblical
and theological matters.
"Worship, Warfare and Intercession before the Throne of God" was born from the foundry of over twenty-three years
ministry of prophetic intercession for the nations. Bob travelled with prophetic intercessors to China and Japan in the Far
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East, and to many nations on the continents of Asia, Africa, Europe, the Middle East, the Americas, Canada and
Australasia. In 2010, in a vision, Bob was caught up into heaven, where the Lord gave him a glimpse of the worship,
warfare and intercession before the throne of God. Later, God told him to write the book. "Worship, Warfare and
Intercession before the Throne of God" is that book. This book teaches us how we can pattern our worship according to
the worship in heaven. It calls us to join with heaven, in intercession and warfare, for the return of the Lord and the
setting up of His kingdom on the earth. Events are unfolding at a rapid speed, and the church, the true bride, must get
herself ready. Heaven waits to hear her voice, as one sound with heaven. This book has two parts. Part I describes the
worship that Bob experienced in heaven. Bob teaches about the seven aspects of worship in heaven, and how they are
key ingredients for our worship in the last days on the earth. He has teamed with Jill Shannon (see
www.coffeetalkswithmessiah.com) who produced a worship CD which puts the teachings into a practical manner. This
CD is really awesome. Part II of the book is about intercession in heaven. As each seal of the scroll is broken in heaven
by the Lamb, the book explodes with the reality of the intercessions in the book of Revelation. These intercessions born
out of worship, move events towards a definite purpose: The restoration and renewal of the earth for the return of King
Jesus. Heaven invites earth to join in this ONE SOUND of worship, warfare and intercession. The final chapter of the
book offers practical suggestions how to use the book and CD for worship and intercession for small groups and larger
groups.
The Book of Revelation contains the exact events that will take place in the last days leading up to the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ and beyond. Yet many people struggle to understand its chronology, failing to put together all of the
scriptures concerning the last days. Fortunately, this book thoroughly explains not only Revelation’s timeline, but the
symbols that encrypt this amazing book. You will discover the truth about the Great Tribulation, find out who Mystery
Babylon truly is, and what God’s purpose is for all these things that will come to pass.
What if the commonly held beliefs concerning the Antichrist are mistaken? The Antichrist and the Second Coming looks at the Antichrist and
the Second Advent of Christ from a preterist (i.e., past fulfillment) perspective and provides a unified interpretation of the little horn, the prince
to come, the king of the North, the man of lawlessness, and the beast. This is the second in a two volume set on the Antichrist; it focuses on
the book of Revelation. This edition stands on its own and is recommended reading even if you have not read the first volume (which focuses
on Daniel and 2 Thessalonians). McKenzie shows how the Antichrist was ultimately a spiritual ruler from the abyss (Rev. 11:7) that worked
through Titus in his three-and-a-half-year destruction of the Jewish nation (AD 67-70; cf. Dan. 9:26). This spirit of Antichrist was about to
come out of the abyss in the first century (Rev. 17:8 NASB) and was destroyed by the Second Advent of Jesus in AD 70 (a spiritual event).
Continue reading to see how McKenzie convincingly makes the biblical case for this fascinating and controversial position, and what it means
for us today. Dr. Duncan McKenzie is a licensed psychologist (Ph.D. in psychology) who lives in Los Angeles, California. He has been
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studying Bible prophecy for the past twenty-five years and has been researching and writing this two volume set for the last twelve years.
The Life Giving Tree book is written in three parts. The first part deals with the unique privileges as sons of God. Christ has reconciled and
recreated us, in His flesh Colossians 1:21-22, He has made us one in Him Ephesians 2:16 we are now flesh of His flesh and bone of His
bones Ephesians 5:30. When He appears we shall be like Him! 1John 3:2 wow this is exciting! Second part deals with the book of Revelation.
It unfolds the drama of the end of the ages and reveals the spiritual wars that is yet to be fought before the ushering of the kingdom of God.
Third part deals with some prophetic utterances that was revealed while spending much time in prayer.
Chalk is a fictional story about a young man born in the coalmine country of rural Kentucky. He was born in 1863 to an English father and
Cherokee Indian mother. Hard time and hard work filled his younger years. When his parents were both gone he followed a life of managing
horses, doing blacksmith work and eventually found a good job on a Mississippi river boat. His experience led him to become a trail boss on a
Texas bound wagon train. In Texas he found his life's calling, got married and became a local peace officer. At the same time he started
ranching. His love and skills with horses and his honest life style he practiced found favor with the Military and he became a horse supplier for
the Calvary. He was later drafted into military duty and rose rapidly in rank mustering out as a decorated Colonel. As an author I used
information to write the story that was handed down by my father and my wife's family. My family had Cherokee roots and the stories my
grandmother told me were very real. She was born in 1847, endured the Civil war aftermath and saw the First World War take the lives of
many fine young men. My father and his brothers were in Pershing's Army and the stories they brought home were never forgotten. These
times were difficult for everyone and need to be remembered. The lessons they contain are the real essence of how our country was able to
grow to a major work power and leader in the cause for peace. As a first time author this work is an attempt to remind everyone that our
nation has learned a lot but still has a lot more to learn. A great nation will always see another opportunity to improve. This is the American
tradition.
This is a book about life and death, conflict and war, courage and faith, heaven and hell. God’s purpose in having the book of Revelation
written was because God wanted the servants of Jesus Christ to understand what is going to take place. He tells us when these things begin
they will take place quickly. God so desires us to have this information that He promises to bless all those who will read and heed the book of
Revelation. This book foretells of an apostasy and how the restrainer of lawlessness is removed. How the city of Babylon rises to
prominence. What transpires to bring about the demise of Hamas, Hesbollah, the Palestinian resistance and Israel’s takeover of Jordan. It
tells about a prosperous Israel at peace until invaded by a coalition of countries. It reveals how the antichrist comes to power and how he
influences the world. It tells us about two of God’s witnesses who are killed and then come back to life. It tells us how God will rescue the
Jews from Satan’s plan to annihilate them. It tells us what will happen before and after the rapture. This book has over 60 events in
chronological order that must take place before Jesus institutes a new government and begins His reign as King of kings for a thousand
years. This is a book about Jesus Christ. In it He tells us what He likes and dislikes about the churches. He tells us about rewards He has for
us and what must be overcome to insure we have eternal life. But most of the book deals with coming events that must take place before He
returns.
Bill went through a season of the presence of God overtaken his life and brought supernatural favor, power, revelations, open visions and
encounters with Heaven. Many are satisfied with a little touch of heaven. There are hidden things waiting to be discovered for such a time as
this. Why wait until we die to have heavenly experiences. You will love this book, The Supernatural Realm.
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When God Prayed is based on a popular seminar that pastor and longtime Billy Graham associate Don Wilton first gave at Graham’s training
center, The Cove. It looks with intense depth at the words of Jesus in John 17 when he prayed for himself, his disciples, and for all believers
when he knew that death on the cross was near. The longest prayer spoken by Jesus in the Gospels reveals so much about God’s heart for
his people, the utter sacrifice and tension of the crucifixion, and the ways in which God continues his work in us today. Wilton writes, “I would
pray that this book would simply stir your soul and move your heart to a fresh realization of the wonderful work of our Lord and Savior as he
came in obedience to the Father unto death. I pray you will discover just how much we have not discovered and just how far reaching the
mind of Christ really is. I pray we will all be driven to our knees in gratitude to God.”
This volume contains commentary addressing many Scripture topics concerned with the what, when, where, who, why, and how of God's
redemptive plan.
This Book of Redemption is God's master plan to redeem his children back from the fall of sin caused by the serpent (Satan) in the beginning.
Satan has deceived the whole world with his lies and has caused the people to sin against their creator. This book will reveal that Jesus is
both Lord and Christ, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in One PERSON, manifested in flesh, and existed from eternity past to eternity future and
that He is Supreme, not God in three persons, blessed trinity, but One God, One Person, who created the heavens and the earth in the
beginning with three major titles, with three Dispensations manifesting those titles.
The end is just the beginning. The rapture is one of the simplest concepts found in the Holy Bible, yet there is a great amount of confusion
and division concerning whether the next and final rapture will occur before the Tribulation, in the middle of the Tribulation, or after the
Tribulation. Doc Marquis settles the question once and for all in The Final Rapture. Marquis dissects specific prophecies to show how close
we truly are to the final rapture. He uses information from the Book of Revelation to alert those who are in danger of missing it--those who
may still be on Earth during the Tribulation Period--to what they must live through if they are still here.
If you have ever read about the seven churches of Asia Minor and wondered what they are all about, this book will help you get a deeper
insight into the character of these churches. You will get a look at their geographical locations, their historical backgrounds, and their
experiences that shaped the way Christ addressed them. Christ introduced himself to these seven churches in seven different ways because
their works were different, and he wrote them according to their works. The church of Ephesus--the first of the seven--left its first love, and the
last of the seven, the Church of Laodicea, focused on material wealth without recognizing that Christ was on the outside knocking, seeking
the opportunity to come in. The Seven Churches of Asia Minor will take you through each church one by one; it will help you to identify
actions for which they were admonished or encouraged. Five out of these seven churches were admonished, warned, and given specific
steps to take for their restoration; they could take these steps or face the consequences meted by Christ himself. The Seven Churches of
Asia Minor will be an eye-opener for churches and individuals alike.
Unravel One of the Biggest Mysteries of the End Times Will Christians go through the tribulation? Is there any way for you to know for sure?
The battle of beliefs about the timing of the rapture is becoming more intense. But what the Bible says about the future doesn't need to be
confusing. People have been baffled about the pre-, mid-, and post-tribulation views. Who Will Face the Tribulation? carefully unravels the
confusion, offering greatly needed clarity. With scholarly research, bestselling author Tim LaHaye uses God's Word to provide helpful and
compelling answers to those questions so you can understand when the rapture will occur. In this book, you'll find solid explanations for why
the rapture happens before the tribulation the keys to interpreting Bible prophecy correctly timelines and charts that give a clear picture of the
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end-times Get excited about Christ's return in this highly readable and informative study of the rapture.
Many cultures around the world have records of ancient aliens who visited them, gave them knowledge and left. Who are these aliens? This
book will identify these ancient aliens and describe a coming day when these aliens will return to the earth. The day of the aliens return to the
earth will be integrated into the idea of the Rapture and the Return of Christ.

What are the seven parables of Matthew 13? Why has Jesus listed them in this order and why are only seven parables
listed here? This great chapter in Matthew consists of only seven small parables yet in order to understand them in the
light our Lord projected them we must first get the thought he had in mind. These words spoken by our Lord in parable
form were spoken as much as 60 years before the Book of Revelation was written or even conceived in the mind of John
the Revelator while a prisoner on the Isle of Patmos.
This book shows that the Bible clearly teaches the Rapture is not an imminent event that cannot take place at any
moment. Many prophetic warning signs of the Rapture have already been fulfilled and many more must be fulfilled before
the blessed event. --from publisher description.
The authors discuss signs of end time events according to biblical prophecy and provide twenty reasons why they believe
the current generation will witness the end times.
DEAR READERS: PLEASE DO NOT MISTAKE THIS MESSAGE AS JUST ANOTHER VERSION OF THE SEVEN
THUNDERS THAT SO MANY PEOPLE ARE FUSSING ABOUT. IT IS NOT THAT AT ALL. IF YOU WILL BEAR WITH
ME, I INTEND, BY THE HELP OF GOD, TO SHOW YOU THAT IT IS SCRIPTURALLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE SEVEN
THUNDERS OF REVELATION 10:3, TO HAVE UTTERED THEIR VOICES SIXTEEN YEARS AGO, OR ANY TIME
SINCE FOR THAT MATTER. YOU READ THIS ARTICLE WITH AN OPEN MIND, AND YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO BE
TROUBLED WITH THUNDERS ANYMORE. TAKE HEED NOW AND YOU WILL BE IN A BETTER POSITION TO
HEAR THEM WHEN THEY DO SOUND T-H-E-I-R V-O-I-C-E-S. A WORD TO THE WISE SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT.
The Seven Church Ages brings us to examine the characteristics of seven real churches that existed around 1,900 years
ago. Thyatira is the fourth-Church age. This Church age began with the reign of Pope Gregory the Great in 594 A.D. (he
was the first Pope to exercise authority over both the state and the Church) and this age ended in 1517 (on the day
Martin Luther nailed his document of The 95 theses to the church door in Wittenberg). During this Church age, most of
the Church in the West and most of the Western European kings, were under the rule of the Pope in Rome. This age is
also known as the dark ages, because the common people of this age were not allowed to have any personal copies of
the Bible, and those Bibles that were available in Western Europe were all in Latin, a language which most commoners
could neither read nor understand. Author Kenneth Allan Clark. The findings in this book will expand your knowledge and
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understanding of the letters to the seven churches found in Revelations, and give witness and testimony from Jesus
Christ’s earlier teachings, in kingdom parables. The Seven Church Ages is one of Kenneth Allan Clark’s most popular
manuscripts, totaling over 24,000 website hits within 5 years. Published by Just Restoration Online © Copyright 2021.
Paradoxically, as 1954 came to an end William Branham was not satisfied. He thought his supernatural gift should have
revolutionized the Christian world, broken down denominational barriers, and brought all Christians together in oneness
of spirit, purpose and doctrine. It had not. He decided the reason for this failure was because many Christians did not
understand the God they were trying to worship. To remedy this problem, Bill felt led to teach more doctrine in his
evangelistic campaigns, explaining the fundamentals of the Christian faith. This decision produced some unexpected
results. During 1955, attendance at his faith-healing campaigns declined sharply. Evidently, people welcomed miracles
as long as they didn't have to change their own ideas. Some people felt he should concentrate on divine healing and
leave the teaching to the pastors, or teachers who had more education.
Enjoy having an easy-to-understand overview on the seven churches in Revelation! Packed with quick-reference charts, simple
summaries, and a full-color map, this quick-reference pamphlet explains Jesus' message to each of the seven churches and
shows key information at a glance! Perfect for personal use, small groups, or to add depth to any Revelation Bible study.
DIVMany Christians are baffled by the prophetic books of the Bible. They want to understand God’s Word, but are confused by
the language and symbols used to convey the message of the End Times. Author Colene Ledford has answered the call to bring
clari/div
I WAS INVITED is the literary outcome of an invitation which this Author received from four Muslim young men while riding in a
mid-Manhattan elevator. Before he could decide on the most beneficial from the flood of negative responses that presented
themselves, he arrived at his floor-destination, bade them a pleasant good night and went on his way. As he lay on his bed that
night pondering his elevator encounter, it became clear to him that this was the reason why God had navigated him towards this
Shelter for one of the briefest stays in the institution s history during the worst Global Recession ever experienced: This was not an
encounter to be confined to five individuals in an elevator, but the seed of a non-offensive literary vehicle that would both equip
and inoculate unsuspecting future invitees to join Islam. Islamists have boasted that America is under siege: this book was written
to be a positive, peaceful factor in what is seen to be a negative global reality.
This is one of the saddest pictures in all the Bible. Jesus Christ is outside of the professing church pleading for entrance. The strict
interpretation of this passage is, "Behold, I have taken my stand at the door, and am knocking." This is an activity going on today.
He continues knocking, for sorted out Christendom is in numerous quarters energized with a same soul that characterized the
husbandmen in the story of Luke 20:9-18. By and by we see where men have assumed control or taken over what rightly belongs
to God. A equally heart-searching message is here also for the individual Christian. This tender but delicate request isn't
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expressed in the voice of the Judge of Revelation 20, yet originates from our High Priest's heart of love for His blood-bought
people. Jesus needs to impart the best of paradise's endowments to His own. The steadiness of this love is confirmed or
evidenced by the fact, as we have noted previously, that He continues knocking. Is it accurate to say that we are among the
individuals who have received salvation from Him but then have defied and rebelled surrendering our everything to Him? Instead
of His finding an open heart, would he say he is stood up to with a closed door? Having readily acknowledged discharge (release)
from wrongdoing's (sin's) guilt and embraced the assurance of paradise, would we say we are yet rejecting or refusing Him access
to various areas of our regular day to day lives? He wants to share with us glories far above anything we could ask or think; but the
latch is on our side of the door; He won't force His benefits on any of us. He promises to come in and sup with us. Of this Ottman
has expressed: "A dinner is a night supper, it is the last taken before the morning breaks and the day first lights. It is since a long
time ago the apostle stated, "The night is far spent, the day is at hand'; to sup with Christ before morning breaks is a foretaste of
the coming glory...of heaven." The time is growing short, and by keeping Him on the outside we are presently missing the best He
has for us. Let us make a full and happy surrender to Him. We will find as John expressed in his first epistle: "Truly our fellowship
is with the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ."
And this is life eternal, that they might know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent.John 17:3Ever wonder
what makes the difference between having church and having church? I mean, those glory times, where everything seems fresh,
clean, and like God's presence is there as something special, unique, and real? What is it about the special and unique touch of
the Spirit that makes every time life-changing?This is life, to know Him and to make Him known. There is no other purpose, there
is no other destiny, and there is no other calling. Giftings may come or go, but only through Jesus do we come to know the Father
(John 14:6).A man asked Jesus what it took to be perfect. Jesus responded, do the commandments. The man replied that he had,
and Jesus said he lacked one thing, that he was to sell all, give to the poor, and follow Him. You see, you can't get anywhere
without His heart, you have no life in you if you do not have His, His name, His Character, His Will, His desire. It is in giving
everything, absolutely everything, that we receive Him, for we must live as He lived, and walk as He walked. In doing this, we
show that we are His disciples, and we will abide in His love.It wasn't for a show, and it wasn't for an institution that Jesus died, but
He came and lived as a man for men, that we, men and women, might know His true love, be set free from the deceptions of this
age, and come to know true life, Eternal life, Himself.For, there is life in no other, nor is there salvation in any other name than
Jesus Christ. Whoever believes on Him shall be saved, and all others shall be damned, even as the scriptures say, in Mark
16:16.For to one, He says come, and he comes, and to another do this, and he does it. The greatest key to life could be summed
up in one of Jesus' statements, saying that all of the Father's commands lead to life. Even the command to the cross, though it
went through death, lead to life, and we live today because of it. Hallelujah! Praise the Lord!
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